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Outline	

•  Solar	is	coming	of	age!	A	new	era	for	solar!	
–  Is	there	a	ceiling?		

•  PV	technology		
– The	success 		
– The	challenge(s)	
– The	opportuni>es	
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feature

The future of photonics
To celebrate the tenth anniversary of the launch of Nature Photonics, we asked eight sets of experts (in the 
fields of photovoltaics, X-ray science, imaging, terahertz technology, quantum optics, plasmonics, organic 
optoelectronics and optical communications) to write a set of short, easy-to-read, opinion articles on how 
their fields are likely to evolve over the next ten years. On the following pages, you can read their thoughts 
on the trends, challenges and possible achievements for a variety of important areas of photonics. These are 
complemented by a graphical representation of the Nobel Prizes related to photonics that have been awarded 
since our launch. We hope you find the section to be illuminating, informative and thought provoking.

A new era for solar
Sarah Kurtz, Nancy Haegel, Ronald Sinton and Robert Margolis

The field of photovoltaics has grown tremendously over the past decade and in 2015 solar cell deployments 
accounted for 20% of the expansion of global electricity capacity.

In December 2006, when Nature Photonics 
published its inaugural issue online, the 
world had installed ~7 GW of photovoltaic 

(PV) electric power capacity1. Ten years later 
by the end of 2016, total PV installations are 
expected to reach ~300 GW (ref. 2), a factor 
of 40 increase. This past decade marked 
the beginning of the global clean-energy 
revolution, with both wind and PV starting 
to impact global electricity production, 
as shown in Fig. 1. During this period, 
the rate of deployment and price of solar 
energy have both changed dramatically. The 
deployment rate of PV has increased by a 
factor of 25, to ~50 GW per year, representing 
~20% of global electricity capacity added 
in 2015 (Fig. 2c). Furthermore, the global 
average module price has dropped from 
US$4 W–1 in 2006 to US$0.40 W–1 in 20163,4; 
and system prices dropped from US$7–10 W–1 
to US$2–4 W–1 during the same period4.

The 1954 breakthrough invention of the 
silicon p–n junction has evolved from an 
expensive curiosity to the heart of a major 
industry that supplies significant electricity. 
For example, it can be estimated from ref. 5 
that solar provided 13–14% of California’s 
electricity during 2016. 

However, it is important to remember 
that the global electricity system was built 
over the course of a century and, given 
its massive scale, could take decades to 
change. Both the scale of the challenge and 
the recent rate of change are illustrated in 

Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows that solar accounted 
for only ~1% of electricity generated in 
2015. Figure 2b, which plots the commonly 
quoted electricity capacity, shows a solar 
slice that is 2.5 times wider than that in 
Fig. 2a, illustrating that (because solar 
plants operate only when the Sun is shining) 
a megawatt solar plant delivers only ~40% 
as much electricity as the average megawatt 

conventional plant. In contrast, nuclear 
plants usually run day and night, so deliver 
more electricity (Fig. 2a) for their rated 
power (Fig. 2b). Figure 2c shows that PV 
accounted for ~20% of new electricity 
capacity added in 2015, demonstrating that 
the role of PV in annual additions (~20%) is 
much greater than its current contribution 
to electricity generation (~1%).
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Figure 1 | World electricity-generating capacity by energy source. Data before 2012 are from ref. 12. More 
recent data (2012 onwards) are from ref. 13 (for ‘Total’, thinner black line) and from ref. 1 (for ‘Solar’; 
dashed green line, which shows good agreement with data from ref. 12 up to 2012).
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IEA	agrees:	It’s	a	New	Era	for	Solar	



PV Industry has Grown to be Huge! 
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Tons of Si 
passes 

microelectronics  



California	solar	electricity:	13%	in	2016	
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For Operating Day:

Renewable 
Resources

Peak 
Production 

Time

M
a
x
. 

Peak Production 
(MW)

Daily Production 
(MWh)

Solar Thermal 15:21 250 1,166

Solar 13:36 8,907 78,519

Wind 0:04 1,099 8,750

Small Hydro 19:24 594 12,123

Biogas 20:02 188 4,386

Biomass 16:09 223 5,165

Geothermal 6:26 950 22,493

Total 
Renewables 132,602

Total 24-Hour System Demand (MWh): 585,477

29,064

Time: 19:55

Previous Renewables Watch reports and data are available at http://www.caiso.com/green/renewableswatch.html
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Renewables Production

24-Hour Renewables Production

This table gives numeric values related to the production from the various types of renewable resources for the reporting day. All values are hourly average unless otherwise stated. Peak Production is 
an average over one minute. The total renewable production in megawatt-hours is compared to the total energy demand for the ISO system for the day.  Solar PV and Solar thermal generators that are 
directly connected to the power grid.  “Solar PV” is defined as solar generating units that utilize solar panels containing a photovoltaic material.  “Solar Thermal” is defined as solar generating units that 

convert sunlight into heat and utilize fossil fuel or storage for production which may occur after sunset.

This table gives numeric values related to the production from the various types of 
renewable resources for the reporting day. All values are hourly average unless 
otherwise stated. Peak Production is an average over one minute. The total 
renewable production in megawatt-hours is compared to the total energy demand 
for the ISO system for the day.

System Peak Demand (MW) 
*one minute average
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This graph depicts the production of various generating resources across the day.
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The Renewables Watch provides important information about actual renewable production within the ISO grid as California movestoward a 33 percent 
renewable generation portfolio. The information provided is as accurate as can be delivered in a daily format.  It is unverified raw data and is not 
intended to be used as the basis for operational or financial decisions. 

In	California:	
On	April	5,	2017	
	
At	noon,		
~	9	GW	solar	electricity	
~	11	GW	renewable	electricity		
~	25	GW	total	demand	
	
What	happens	on	a	windy,	sunny	
day?	
What	if	solar	is	tripled?	
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This graph depicts the production of various generating resources across the day.
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The Renewables Watch provides important information about actual renewable production within the ISO grid as California movestoward a 33 percent 
renewable generation portfolio. The information provided is as accurate as can be delivered in a daily format.  It is unverified raw data and is not 
intended to be used as the basis for operational or financial decisions. 

hQp://www.caiso.com/market/Pages/
ReportsBulle>ns/
DailyRenewablesWatch.aspx	



Solar	(electricity)	is	growing	rapidly	
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Historical	data	from	EIA	See	Nature	Photonics	Vol.	11,	January	2017	



Solar	(electricity)	is	growing	rapidly	
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Historical	data	from	EIA	

For	solar,	2017	
is	the	year	

Wind	passed	
nuclear	in	2014	

This	is	amazing	success!		What	next?	



What	happens	when	PV	approaches	the	total?	

Data sources:  EIA; Solar PV Market Research 

Trends 
have to 

change!! 
 

A new 
era! 

Can	renewable	energy	con>nue	to	grow	at	the	historical	rates?		
Electrifica*on	may	be	key	(worldwide)	to	con=nued	growth	of	renewable	energy!	
Replacing	fossil	fuels	(transporta=on,	hea=ng)	with	electrifica=on	can	reduce	energy	demand!	



Our	R&D	explores	many	PV	technologies	

National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory                                                                                                                                       
Innovation for Our Energy 
Future 
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EvoluOon	of	PV	market	by	technology	

Silicon	has	been	and	is	currently	king!	



EvoluOon	of	PV	market	by	technology	

PV	passed	microelectronics	
industry	in	use	of	tons	of	Si		

Shortage		
market	

Surplus	
market	



Champion	Module	efficiencies	

	



Silicon	efficiencies	

	



OPV	&	Perovskite	(unstabilized)	efficiencies	

Perovskite	efficiencies	have	been	spectacular	–	need	larger	areas	and	good	stability	
Where	can	this	technology	go?	



PV	technology	development	

•  Revolu>onary	vs	Evolu>onary	
– For	years,	people	have	said	that	“silicon	can’t	
make	it,	so	we	need	a	break	through”		

– But,	silicon	is	now	quite	cheap	and	dominates	the	
market	

– Will	a	different	technology	grow	in	the	long	term?	
– Or,	will	silicon	con>nue	to	evolve	and	remain	
dominant?	

hQps://www.greentechmedia.com/ar>cles/read/i-was-wrong-about-the-economic-limita>ons-of-solar-power	



Sources:	For	1999-2014:SPV	Market	Research,	Photovoltaic	Manufacturer	Shipments:	Capacity,	Price	&	Revenues	2014/2015,	Report	SPV-Supply2.	For	1984-1998:		
Navigant	Consul>ng	(2010),	Photovoltaic	Manufacturer	Shipments,	Capacity	&	Compe>>ve	Analysis	2009/2010,	Report	NPS-Supply5	(April	2010).	For	1980-1984:		
Navigant	Consul>ng	(2006),	Photovoltaic	Manufacturer	Shipments	2005/2006,	Report	NPS-Supply1	(August	2006).	For	1976-1980:		Strategies	Unlimited	(2003),	
Photovoltaic	Manufacture	Shipments	and	Profiles,	2001-2003,	Report	SUMPM	53	(September	2003).		

Cost	reducOons	have	been	impressive	

Latest	

Is	this	enough?	What	about	system	cost?	



PV	value	depends	on	the	level	of	penetraOon	

17	

Simulated	Dispatch	in	California	for	a	Spring	Day	with	PV	
Penetra>on	from	0-10%		
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This report is available at no cost from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) at www.nrel.gov/publications. 

2 Background: Why Ducks Lead to Overgeneration 
The CAISO duck chart itself illustrates the general challenge of accommodating solar energy and 
the potential for overgeneration and solar curtailment. In the chart, each line represents the net 
load, equal to the normal load minus wind and PV generation. The “belly” of the duck represents 
the period of lowest net load, where PV generation is at a maximum. The belly grows as PV 
installations increase between 2012 and 2020. While the amount of PV in 2020 is not shown 
directly, it can be estimated by comparing the 2012 curve to the 2020 curve. In this case, the 
normal load (i.e., no PV and adjustments for load growth) at about 1-2 p.m. on March 31, 2020 
appears to be about 22,000 megawatts (MW), while PV is generating about 10,000 MW, leaving 
about 12,000 MW to be met with other resources. In this case, PV provides perhaps 45% of the 
total demand in this one hour. The duck chart also points to the period of overgeneration risk, 
which could result in curtailed energy. 

 
Figure 1. The CAISO duck chart 

Source: CAISO 2013 

The CAISO duck chart document does not explicitly quantify the amount of expected 
curtailment during this period, but it describes two main causes:  

The first occurs as the ISO [independent system operator] prepares to meet the 
upcoming upward ramps [using conventional generation] that occur in the 
morning and in the late afternoon. The existing fleet includes many long-start 
resources that need time to come on line before they can support upcoming ramps. 

The	Duck	Curve	shows	“ramp”	problem	
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The	Duck	Curve	shows	“ramp”	problem	

	Slide	19	
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This report is available at no cost from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) at www.nrel.gov/publications. 
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Figure 1. The CAISO duck chart 

Source: CAISO 2013 

The CAISO duck chart document does not explicitly quantify the amount of expected 
curtailment during this period, but it describes two main causes:  

The first occurs as the ISO [independent system operator] prepares to meet the 
upcoming upward ramps [using conventional generation] that occur in the 
morning and in the late afternoon. The existing fleet includes many long-start 
resources that need time to come on line before they can support upcoming ramps. 

Ramp:	need	
~	9,000	MW	
in	3	hours	

Challenge:		Dealing	with	variable	genera*on	

April	5,	2017	

Projected	 Actual	



California	can	deal	with	variable	generaOon,	
even	with	an	eclipse!	
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In	California:	
On	August	21,	2017	
	
Eclipse	takes	a	notch	
	

hQp://www.caiso.com/market/Pages/
ReportsBulle>ns/
DailyRenewablesWatch.aspx	
Thanks	to	Tim	Dierauf	for	graph	

For Operating Day:

Renewable 
Resources

Peak 
Production 

Time

M
a
x
. 

Peak Production 
(MW)

Daily Production 
(MWh)

Solar Thermal 14:48 636 3,139

Solar 12:54 9,030 72,106

Wind 20:17 2,416 40,769

Small Hydro 18:46 640 11,256

Biogas 14:22 178 4,161

Biomass 15:08 264 6,042

Geothermal 5:59 974 23,002

Total 
Renewables 160,476

Total 24-Hour System Demand (MWh): 706,039

36,035

Time: 17:47

Previous Renewables Watch reports and data are available at http://www.caiso.com/green/renewableswatch.html
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Monday, August 21, 2017

Renewables Production

24-Hour Renewables Production

This table gives numeric values related to the production from the various types of renewable resources for the reporting day. All values are hourly average unless otherwise stated. Peak Production is 
an average over one minute. The total renewable production in megawatt-hours is compared to the total energy demand for the ISO system for the day.  Solar PV and Solar thermal generators that are 
directly connected to the power grid.  “Solar PV” is defined as solar generating units that utilize solar panels containing a photovoltaic material.  “Solar Thermal” is defined as solar generating units that 

convert sunlight into heat and utilize fossil fuel or storage for production which may occur after sunset.

This table gives numeric values related to the production from the various types of 
renewable resources for the reporting day. All values are hourly average unless 
otherwise stated. Peak Production is an average over one minute. The total 
renewable production in megawatt-hours is compared to the total energy demand 
for the ISO system for the day.
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This graph depicts the production of various generating resources across the day.
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The Renewables Watch provides important information about actual renewable production within the ISO grid as California moves toward a 33 percent 
renewable generation portfolio. The information provided is as accurate as can be delivered in a daily format.  It is unverif ied raw data and is not 
intended to be used as the basis for operational or financial decisions. 
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The Renewables Watch provides important information about actual renewable production within the ISO grid as California moves toward a 33 percent 
renewable generation portfolio. The information provided is as accurate as can be delivered in a daily format.  It is unverif ied raw data and is not 
intended to be used as the basis for operational or financial decisions. 

Imports	help!	



Hawaii	solar	electricity	pricing	changes	

hQp://www.cleanegroup.org/hawaii-tou-solar-storage/	

Hawaii	can’t	use	imports	–	will	California	always	be	able	to?		Challenge:	need	lower	cost!	



What	if	PV	didn’t	need	its	own	package	and	moun>ng,	
crea>ng	“solar	surfaces”	on	any	surface?	
	

Here’s	an	approach	to	much	lower	cost	

Research	opportunity	to	create	tomorrow’s	technology	–	dream	a	liBle!	

Item	 UOlity	 Solar	surface	

Balance-of-module	materials	 $0.20/W	 No	glass	or	back	sheet;	s>ll	
need	isola>on	

Cell	and	other	costs	 $0.20/W	 $0.20/W	

Power	electronics	 $0.10/W	 $0.10/W	

BOS-Hardware	 $0.35/W	 No	racking	and	long	wires	

BOS-Sor	Costs	 $0.25/W	 Reduced	permisng,	land	
acquisi>on	&	prepara>on		

Total	 $1.10/W	 $0.30/W	

Surface 

 

PV 

Encapsulant Take away the: 
•  Glass 
•  Backsheet 
•  Land acq. & prep. 
•  Permitting, racks 



AestheOcs	provide	opportunity	



Weight	reducOon	provide	opportunity	

•  Silicon	panels	use	glass	for	rigidity	to	prevent	
cracking	of	solar	cells		

•  CdTe	and	CIGS	oren	achieve	higher	
efficiencies	when	deposited	on	glass	

•  Can	all	of	these	be	light	weight?	

Ascent	Solar	–	Flexible	CIGS	
Alta	–	Flexible	GaAs	



Lower	operaOng	temperature	is	opportunity	
•  Solar	panels	heat	up	in	the	sun,	reducing	efficiency	
•  GaAs	modules	retain	their	efficiency	beQer	at	high	
temperature	and	don’t	heat	as	much!			

7"

Outdoor performance!

Power and temperature!
During our test, the GaAs module produced 
more power when its temperature was higher

This relationship includes temperature and 
spectral effects
Silverman,	et	al,	“Outdoor	performance	of	a	thin-film	gallium-arsenide	PV	module”	39th	PVSC		

Note	small	temperature	coefficient	



PVoT	(PV	on	Things)	to	drive	the	IoT	



PVoT	can	drive	more	than	IoT!	

Where	can	our	research	take	us?	



What	will	the	future	look	like?	Will	PV	be	everywhere?	



Government	roles	in	the	new	era	

Near	term	 Long	term	

Grid	integra>on	challenges	
are	here	today!	

Need	for	electrifica>on	is	
upon	us!	

PV	materials	research	can	
transform	how	we	use	PV!	



Historically,	we	underesOmated	solar	INSIGHTS   |   POLICY FORUM
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are extrapolated to ~5 TW. Some 

manufacturers will likely meet 

this type of pricing earlier than 

others. For example, First Solar 

recently laid out a roadmap to 

reach $0.25/W module produc-

tion cost by 2020, and aggressive 

cost reduction targets are being 

pursued by most crystalline sili-

con module manufacturers.

Increases of module efficiency to 

25% are quite plausible. SunPow-

er’s X22 series is specified to have 

a minimum total-area module effi-

ciency of 22%. In 2016, Panasonic 

and SunPower announced record 

aperture-area efficiencies of 23.8% and 24.1%, 

respectively, for full-sized modules. Analyses 

also illustrate the substantial impact of de-

creasing degradation rate to 0.2%/year and 

increasing the system lifetime to 50 years. 

Degradation rates of <0.2%/year and life-

times over 30 years have been reported in a 

variety of locations and products (6). Real-

izing benefits of longer lifetimes will require 

innovation in business models and financing.

The bigger challenge will be to achieve 

improvements in all these areas simulta-

neously to reach the $0.03/kWh target. If 

we consider technologies that have dem-

onstrated efficiency in excess of 20%, the 

pathway to $0.03/kWh is likely to differ for 

each approach. Silicon, the market leader, 

is on a path to $0.30/W module price or 

even $0.20/W if the price trajectory re-

mains below the historical curve. Higher 

efficiencies are being demonstrated using 

HIT (heterojunction with intrinsic thin 

layer), PERC (passivated emitter and rear 

cell), and IBC (interdigitated back con-

tact) structures, as well as shifts to n-type 

wafers, passivated contacts, and other in-

novations. All indications are that the 

combination of >20% efficiency at a price 

of $0.25/W is a plausible contributor to a 

$0.03/kWh target for silicon systems with-

out subsidies.

First Solar has demonstrated record cell 

efficiencies with cadmium telluride (CdTe) 

of 22% and is increasing module efficiency 

(record now is 18.6%), with a trajectory to 

surpass 20%. Recent research (7, 8) has dem-

onstrated photovoltages >1 V. If higher pho-

tovoltages can be realized, CdTe efficiencies 

in manufacturing can increase still further.

Copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) 

efficiencies and cost have been comparable 

to those of CdTe (record cell efficiency now 

22.3%). Multiple companies are implement-

ing CIGS into lightweight products that 

could replace roofing material or address 

other markets for flexible products. Further 

research is needed to optimize deposition of 

CIGS on flexible substrates to achieve highest 

efficiencies in production and to develop low-

cost, durable packages.

Concentrator PV modules us-

ing multijunction, III-V cells have 

demonstrated efficiencies in the 

range of 36 to 39%, with further 

research likely to push above 

40%. Substantial development is 

needed to optimize system design 

and reduce cost. Scaling to the 

needed volume will require ma-

jor commercial investment and 

research to understand critical 

design parameters.

III-V materials, such as gallium 

arsenide (GaAs), have achieved 

the highest efficiency of any 

single-junction technology (cur-

rent champion is 28.8%) and have already 

demonstrated 24% efficiency for an 850 cm2 

module (9). Although these modules are 

very expensive, epitaxial lift-off techniques 

(10) enabling substrate reuse have been 

demonstrated. III-V modules have the po-

tential to reach very low costs with higher 

efficiency and lower weight than conven-

tional modules.

Research on perovskites has high-

lighted how materials can be engineered 

to be defect tolerant, reducing require-

ments on material quality and enabling 

ultralow-cost manufacturing technology 

for high-efficiency materials. These ma-

terials have caught the imagination of 

the PV community with their rapid rise 

in small-cell efficiency, increasing from 

14.1% in 2013 to 22.1% in 2016. Lessons 

from perovskites may identify a new class 

of solar cells that can achieve efficiencies 

comparable to GaAs but with easily scal-

able manufacturing.

Although the rapid drop in prices has 

enabled faster growth, the current low 

module prices in the marketplace make it 

challenging to attract investment for devel-

opment, scale-up, and market entry. Contin-

ued research and investment are needed in 

technologies that have potential to provide 

improved performance at competitive cost. 

Reducing factory costs will play a critical 

role in enabling manufacturing to scale up, 

to reach installations in the multi-TW scale 

over the next decade.

The ultimate test of a technology is the 

market. For PVs, as prices have dropped, 

the market has grown substantially. PV 

power-purchase agreement (PPA) prices 

have dropped by nearly 75% in the past 

7 years (11). PPA prices below $0.05/kWh 

are common in the United States and are 

believed to be economically sustainable 

in sunny locations with low-interest proj-

ect financing and low construction costs, 

whereas record bids for new projects in 

multiple countries have recently gone as 

low as ~$0.03/kWh.
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Cumulative PV installations
Projected (labeled by year of IEA publication) versus actual (labeled as 
“historical”). See supplementary materials for data sources and discussion.

PV module experience curve
Historically, module prices have decreased as a function of cumulative global shipments (blue dots reflect 
historical data, red dots reflect extrapolated prices for 1 TW and 8 TW based on the historical trend line). See 
supplementary materials for data sources.
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See	Science	Vol.	356,	April	2017	 Predictions are now increasing   
In the new era, will we get it right? 



Conclusions	
•  Solar	has	“grown	up,”	and	is	entering	a	
new	era	
–  Need	to	deal	with	grid	integra>on	
–  Need	increased	electrifica>on	
–  PV	research	is	not	done!	Lower	costs	are	
s>ll	needed/desired!	Can	we	reduce	the	
system-level	costs	drama>cally?	

–  R&D	for	baQeries,	electrolyzers,	and	
others	are	needed	for	storage,	demand	
management,	and	transmission	
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